Plitvice lakes National park

Feel the power of nature

Explore the biggest Croatian National Park and the beauty of its 16 lakes and numerous waterfalls. Learn about local biodiversity and other specifics of this UNESCO protected area.

Enjoy beautiful scenarios and return home not just with lovely pictures but also with great memories.

Find the hidden sightseeing points and embrace the moment.

Although there are many paths around the park we chose those that offer the best sightseeing experience.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Biking Kordun

On two wheels through the country

One of the best active ways of experiencing a country is biking. Through various backroads one can visit the hidden parts of a region and discover delights common brochures and pictures just can’t do enough justice.

Amongst some of the attractions waiting be discovered on two wheels are hidden pools and rivers.

Is it Rapunzel’s tower or not? Learn about local history and legends while on a bike tour.

Hidden in this picture are a couple of cave entrances that can be visited on a bike tour.

Anima Croatica-destination company

Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
North Velebit National park

Man and nature

North Velebit National park offers the most beautiful sights. Walk the Premužić trail - a vision of its architect Ante Premužić who designed a monument to symbiosis between mountain and man.

Although hikes in North Velebit take place in more elevated parts of the mountain, the trails are pretty easy and pleasant.

Many say that Premužić trail is the nicest hiking trail in Croatia. Since 1933 it has weathered the elements and allowed visitors to enjoy the beauties of Velebit mountain.

Learn about the oldest mountain-based weather forecast station in Croatia, located at Zavižan.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Zrmanja river

The beauty of karst
The sound of clear water, the wild canyon scenery, the excitement of the moment are just a couple of many descriptions of the beautiful river Zrmanja, situated in the South part of Nature park Velebit.

On Zrmanja you can see through the water all the way to the bottom. Rafting near a big waterfall is not only an adrenaline attraction but also an opportunity for a great photo. Although Zrmanja is mostly calm, you can still feel the rush of adrenaline on the white water section.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Paklenica National park

Conquering the rock

Paklenica is one of two National parks on Velebit mountain, and it is famous for two canyons: Big and Little Paklenica, as well as for its rock climbing area famous throughout Europe.

On this hike you will taste local food specialties prepared in a traditional way.

Don’t be surprised if you run into a donkey on your hike, since these noble animals are often used in the area for carrying load.

Sometimes you might get a feeling that you are walking through a “tree tunnel” made of branches tilting over the path.

Anima Croatica-destination company

Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Zadar

Symbiosis of various cultures

In Zadar you can experience different cultures and architectural styles literally just by looking around yourself while standing at a single spot.

One of Zadar’s symbols - the St. Donat church from 9th century stands next to Roman ruins and the cathedral’s bell tower from 19th century.

You can find yourself dining at a lovely restaurant or attending a music festival while being at a historical monument at the same time.

Hear the sound of the Sea organ and walk on the Greeting to the Sun, two recent works of art decorating modern-day Zadar.

Anima Croatica-destination company

Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Coexisting with water

Did you know that people from the area around river Krka were the first in the world with electric energy in their homes? Did you know that almost every household had its own water mill? You will learn all of that and more in this special place.

Walk along and over the river and its many waterfalls.

Learn why Krka canyon contains flora and fauna typical for both seas and rivers and explore the surrounding areas inhabited since prehistoric times.

Explore the ethno villages, experience the old fashion life and taste the traditional cuisine of times long gone.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Trogir

A small place with a big history

Explore this UNESCO-protected little town and learn of its more than 2000 years old history by walking through narrow stone streets.

The local promenade transforms from a sleepy street during winter into a full-of-life melting pot during summer.

Step inside one of Trogir’s landmarks: the fortress and tower of Kamerlengo and enjoy the view from the top.

Don’t be afraid to “get lost” in Trogir since you are on a little island where in few minutes you can reach the shore from any direction.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Cetina river

Action from the front row
Feel the excitement of rafting on the Dalmatian beauty - Cetina river.

Witness the skills of local rafting guides on non-commercial section of the river.
Take a moment and enjoy the serenity of nature.
Paddling in team is good exercise, with an additional bonus: crystal-clear water, perfect for cooling down.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Experience this adventure through one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Split-Diocletian’s palace

History set in every stone
Get to know how everything started. The picture above shows an artist’s rendition of emperor Diocletian’s palace at the starting point of Split’s 1700 long history.

Discover why Split looks the way it does today, walk through its ancient streets and listen to local legends and stories. At this unique UNESCO site you can literally see the “layers of history”. Experience the life of the locals on one of the most recognizable promenades in Croatia.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Ston

Beauty with a pedigree

When you mention salt, city walls, oysters and mussels, there is only one town in Croatia associated with all of those terms: Ston. This hidden gem is still not that much famous, but nevertheless has a lot to offer.

Walk along the longest fortified system in Europe and enjoy the view.

The fact that Ston is home to the oldest active salt far on the Mediterranean only contributes to its charm.

Ston is a rare example of a 100% planned town on the Dalmatian coast.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Elafiti

**Ancient beauty**

Explore the beautiful Dubrovnik archipelago named Elaphiti after the word Elaphis (Greek for deer). According to legend, centuries ago when the Greeks colonized that part of the Adriatic they found deer inhabiting the area.

Walk along the beautiful paths upon high cliffs facing the sea side. Even though the Dalmatian coast is mostly rocky you can still find great sandy beaches in the wild bays. Šunj beach on Island Lopud is one of them.

Explore the coastline by kayak and discover hidden caves known only to locals.

**Anima Croatica-destination company**

Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at [www.anima-croatica.com](http://www.anima-croatica.com). Contact: [info@anima-croatica.com](mailto:info@anima-croatica.com)
Dubrovnik

Pearl of the Adriatic

This little city state for centuries stood as a symbol of freedom. Its City walls, believed to be second largest in the world were, and still are, the subject of admiration for thousands of people. But overall - some places just can’t be described. only experienced.

Dubrovnik is a unique place. Both a Unesco material site and a Unesco Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Did you know that in the past no foreigner was allowed to sleep inside the city walls? Once inside, you are free to explore and learn about history, culture, and secrets hidden behind the city walls.

The place to be for locals and tourists is the main street, Placa, popularly known as Stradun.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Flora of Croatia

A treasure trove of biodiversity

Regarding biodiversity Croatia is ranked as 3rd in Europe. By comparing that rank and the size of the country, one can rest assured that there is a lot to see.

Out of several thousand different species more than a thousand are protected.

Croatia consists of continental, mountainous, and Mediterranean parts which provide for an opportunity to see a lot of variety on a small area.

Don’t be surprised if once in a while you run into endemic species specific only to the place you are visiting.

Animas Croatica-destination company

Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com
Local fauna as an attraction

Feel the power of nature
Explore the biggest Croatian National Park in its beauty trough 16 lakes and numerous waterfalls. Learn about local biodiversity and specifics of this UNESCO protected area.

See the land of waterfalls
Enjoy beautiful scenarios and return home not just with lovely pictures but also with great memories.

Witness the creation of life
Find the hidden sightseeing points and embrace the moment.

Walk along the water
Although there are many paths around the park we chose those that offer the best sightseeing experience.

Anima Croatica-destination company
Learn more and book this excursion as one of our multiday tours at www.anima-croatica.com. Contact: info@anima-croatica.com